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David Balfour, a young Scotsman orphaned by the death of his father, is betrayed by his uncle,
shanghaied, and carried to the New World for a life in bondage--until a swashbuckling
highlander, Alan Breck Stewart, comes to his rescue. Balfour escapes to the Highlands with the
help of his friend but encounters further danger and intrigue as he tries to clear his name and
regain his rightful property.

"Aficionados of the auburn-tressed waif will find Anne of Green Gables lavishly illustrated."–
Smithsonian MagazineAbout the AuthorLucy Maud Montgomery (1874-1942) was born in what
is now New London, Prince Edward Island, and raised by her grandparents after the death of her
mother when she was just two. She worked for a time as a teacher and a journalist, then wrote
her first novel, Anne of Green Gables, in the evenings while caring for her grandmother. When
the book appeared in 1908, it was an instant success; it would go on to sell millions of copies in
dozens of languages the world over, making Anne one of literature's most beloved characters of
all time.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Daring was the fashionable
amusement among the Avonlea small fry just then. It had begun among the boys, but soon
spread to the girls, and all the silly things that were done in Avonlea that summer because the
doers thereof were “dared” to do them would fill a book by themselves. . . .Now, to “walk” board
fences requires more skill and steadiness of head and heel than one might suppose who has
never tried it. But Josie Pye, if deficient in some qualities that make for popularity, had at least a
natural and inborn gift, duly cultivated, for walking board fences. Josie walked the Barry fence
with an airy unconcern which seemed to imply that a little thing like that wasn’t worth a “dare.”
Reluctant admiration greeted her exploit, for most of the other girls could appreciate it, having
suffered many things themselves in their efforts to walk fences. Josie descended from her perch,
flushed with victory, and darted a defiant glance at Anne.Anne tossed her red braids.“I don’t
think it’s such a very wonderful thing to walk a little, low, board fence,” she said. “I knew a girl in
Marysville who could walk the ridge-pole of a roof.”“I don’t believe it,” said Josie flatly. “I don’t
believe anybody could walk a ridge-pole. You couldn’t, anyhow.”“Couldn’t I?” cried Anne
rashly.“Then I dare you to do it,” said Josie defiantly. “I dare you to climb up there and walk the
ridge-pole of Mr. Barry’s kitchen roof.”Anne turned pale, but there was clearly only one thing to
be done. She walked towards the house, where a ladder was leaning against the kitchen roof. All
the fifth-class girls said, “Oh!” partly in excitement, partly in dismay.“Don’t you do it, Anne,”
entreated Diana. “You’ll fall off and be killed. Never mind Josie Pye. It isn’t fair to dare anybody to
do anything so dangerous.”“I must do it. My honour is at stake,” said Anne solemnly. “I shall walk
that ridge-pole, Diana, or perish in the attempt. If I am killed you are to have my pearl bead
ring.”Anne climbed the ladder amid breathless silence, gained the ridge-pole, balanced herself



uprightly on that precarious footing, and started to walk along it, dizzily conscious that she was
uncomfortably high up in the world and that walking ridge-poles was not a thing in which your
imagination helped you out much. Nevertheless, she managed to take several steps before the
catastrophe came. Then she swayed, lost her balance, stumbled, staggered and fell, sliding
down over the sun-baked roof and crashing off it through the tangle of Virginia creeper beneath
— all before the dismayed circle below could give a simultaneous, terrified shriek.If Anne had
tumbled off the roof on the side up which she ascended Diana would probably have fallen heir to
the pearl bead ring then and there. Fortunately she fell on the other side, where the roof
extended down over the porch so nearly to the ground that a fall therefrom was a much less
serious thing.Nevertheless, when Diana and the other girls had rushed frantically around the
house — except Ruby Gillis, who remained as if rooted to the ground and went into hysterics —
they found Anne lying all white and limp among the wreck and ruin of the Virginia creeper.“Anne,
are you killed?” shrieked Diana, throwing herself on her knees beside her friend. “Oh, Anne, dear
Anne, speak just one word to me and tell me if you’re killed.”To the immense relief of all the girls,
and especially of Josie Pye, who, in spite of lack of imagination, had been seized with horrible
visions of a future branded as the girl who was the cause of Anne Shirley’s early and tragic
death, Anne sat dizzily up and answered uncertainly:“No, Diana, I am not killed, but I think I am
rendered unconscious.”Read more
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Paul Durrant, “Kindle Edition Choice is crucial!. There are a lot of Kindle versions of `Kidnapped'
available on Amazon. Lots of them are terrible. A few are good. Unfortunately, the reviews given
often apply to them all, and so finding out which one is best is difficult - near impossible. And so I
make this review. Well -- and I have a version out there myself.Every Kindle ebook has a unique
ASIN assigned - it's in the Product Details section, labelled ASIN. This review comments on
each version I've found, identified by ASIN and publisher. To find the book in the Kindle store,
just search using the ASIN.First, the ones that have good quality text and formatting.Penguin:
B002XHNM58An excellent version with a foreword and an introduction, various notes on the text
and a glossary. The notes are hyperlinked, but the glossary is just a section at the end of the
book. The formatting is good, including smart quotes, dash, italics and smallcaps. The table of
contents link is in the menu and is hyperlinked text. There is a fair amount of extra info about the
book and author, and maps are included. Oddly, on first opening the book, it it opens to the
Introduction, not the foreword (which is earlier) or the first chapter.The text is essentially that of
the first edition, "sixteen and east" (see below), with a few sentence fragments that were
removed fro later versions. I only found a handful of typos.(Only available in the UK) £1.89Puffin:
B002RI94SCA good version. Slightly different (poorer) text than the Penguin edition, but also
from the 1893 edition. The introduction is obviously intended for young readers. (Unsurprising,
given that it's a Puffin book.). The glossary entries are hyperlinked, as are the original footnotes.
The formatting is good, including smart quotes, dash, italics and smallcaps. The table of
contents link is in the menu and is hyperlinked text, but only to the chapters. No link is provided
for the introduction. There's a little bit of info about the author at the back of the book. No maps.
On first opening, it opens to the first chapter.The text is essentially that of the first edition
(sixteen and east), but with some erroneous changes (e.g. superscribed instead of
superscrived) and a few typos.$8.50Bantam Classics: B00150K3JWA rather nice version. The
text seems to be from the 1895 Edinburgh edition. There are only a few typos in the text. The
formatting is very nice - good chapter heading, good first paragraphs. Indents and a very small
gap between paragraphcs. Smart Quotes, Italics, proper dashes, smallcaps, nicely indented
where appropriate. It opens to the first chapter, has a table of content link in the menus. The
Table of contents in the text is well formatted and hyperlinked. There are hyperlinks to the
original footnotes and to some new glossary entries. There's a map, the usual preface and
dedication, a bibliography, and a few paragraphs about the author.$3.16Vintage/CCV Digital:
B00351YF70A rather expensive edition. It doesn't seem to have much in the way of extra
material, not even the introduction from the `Biographical' edition. There is a one small
paragraph about RLS, and a brief list of title of other books by RLS. Otherwise it's just the
dedication, the text, and a list of other works. There's no Table of Contents menu item, although
there is a nice hyperlinked table of contents in the text at the front (and a jumbled non-
hyperlinked table of contents right at the end). The text itself is nicely formatted, with good



chapter titles, first paragraphs, etc. Also smart quotes, italics, proper dashes, small caps. There
don't seem to be any additional footnotes or glossary entries, but the original footnotes are
hyperlinked to the end of each chapter. No maps. The occasional odd OCR typo (e.g. 1 for I).
$8.09Durrant Publishing: B003ZK54RGA good text from the 1895 Edinburgh Edition with
additional corrections from the 1895 Cassell edition. Well formatted, with proper table of
contents link, hyperlinked table of contents, chapter headings, first lines, poetry formatting,
smart quotes, proper dashes, small caps, italics.Also a lot of new hyperlinked glossary entries
for Scots or otherwise unusual or archaic words, in addition to htperlinks for the original
footnotes. And illustrations - two maps (adapted from the map in the 1895 Edinburgh edition)
and 17 black and white full-page illustrations by C. E. Brock, that appeared in the 1928
Macmillan pocket edition.$0.99(Yes, the Durrant Publishing edition is mine.)Honourable
mentions go toShmoop University: B002ZFXTOCThis looks like a version with some interesting
extras. Unfortunately, I can't buy it in the UK to check how good they are, but there seems to be a
summary of each chapter, and hyperlinked notes on various parts of the text. There doens't
seem to be a full glossary, but it might be that I can't see it from the summary.The formatting lets
it down a little. Spaces between paragraphs rather than indents, straight quotes, ALL CAPS not
small caps, and double hyphens for dashes. I'm guessing it's mostly the Project Gutenberg text,
but I can't be certain. Oddly enough, the original footnotes are still just in-line with the text, not
converted to hyperlinks. There are only a few typos in the text of the sample that I could check.
$2.39Signet Classics: B002U2DQ6Q or B003RISSG0 (US and UK)It has an introduction and
afterword. It has a link to the table of contents from the menu, and the table of contents is
properly hyperlinked. The text is moderately well formatted, with italics and smart quotes and
proper dashes. But no smallcaps. Worse, the indenting sometimes goes awry, and whole
paragraphs get an extra left indent that they shouldn't have. Worse still, the the original footnotes
are still given in-line in the text at the start of the next paragraph, not hyperlinked.$4.55And then
there's all the rest. Quick conversions of the Project Gutenberg text, with few attempts to
properly format the text or add anything of value.Neeland Media: B000FC1DPOA simple
conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting OK, but not
good. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra notes. No Table of
Contents link the in menu. Table of contents in the text, but not hyperlinked. No maps. No sign of
the enrichment listed in the product description, I think it has got erroneously linked.Public
Domain Books: B000JQUK8MA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen,
east). Paragraph formatting OK, but not good. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps.
Proper dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the
in menu. Table of contents in the text, but not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to half way through
the preface (from the `Biographical' Edition).ReadHowYouWant: B000O78PTWA quite good
conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting OK, but not
good. Smart double quotes, straight single quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes.
No extra notes. Original footnotes hyperlinked nicely. The Table of Contents link is in the menu,



and is hyperlinked text. No maps. Opens to just after the first chapter heading. No preface or
dedication.BompaCrazy: B001D05S7QA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text
(seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting OK, but not good. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of
smallcaps. double hyphen for dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No
Table of Contents link the in menu. Hyperlinked table of contents in the text. No maps. Opens to
cover. Preface and dedication.Archipelago: B001DUGNG6A simple conversion of the Project
Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting Fair, except for blank lines between
paragraphs. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra notes.
Original footnotes marked but not hyperlinked (I think). No Table of Contents link the in menu.
Hyperlinked table of contents in the text BUT hyperlinks point to a website, not to the book
chapers! No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and dedication.EbooksLib: B001VLXHZ2A
good try at a conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting
Fair, with ornament at chapter starts. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Hyphens for
dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text.The Table of Contents link is in the
menu, and is hyperlinked text. No maps. Opens to first chapter heading nicely. Preface and
dedication.Douglas Editions: B002C75K5EA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text
(seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting Fair, except for blank lines between paragraphs. Straight
quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Double hyphens for dashes. No extra notes. Original
footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Hyperlinked table of contents
in the text. No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and dedication.Dodo: B002EAYISYA simple
conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has blank lines
between paragraphs instead of indents. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper
dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in
menu. No table of contents in the text. No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and
dedication.Bunny Books: B002GMT920A simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text
(seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has blank lines between paragraphs as well as indents.
Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. double hyphens for dashes. No extra notes. No
Table of Contents link the in menu. Hyperlinked table of contents in the text. No maps. Opens to
title page. Preface and dedication.Cybraria: B002MH4IGQA simple conversion of the Project
Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has a small gap between paragraphs as
well as a very small indent. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. double hyphens for
dashes. No extra notes. No Table of Contents link the in menu. No table of contents in the text.
No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and dedication.indypublish: B002VW9IXKA simple
conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting Fair, with lines
between paragraphs instead of indents. Smart quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper
dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. Table of Contents link in the menu.
Table of contents in the text, but not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to first chapter
heading.ebooksonteh: B003B5M0MCA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text
(seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting Poor, with small gaps between paragraphs as well as



small indents. Chapter headings are not distinguished from ordinary paragraphs. Straight
quotes, MixedCase instead of smallcaps. Double hyphens for dashes. No extra notes. Original
footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link in the menu. No Table of contents in the
text. No maps. Opens to first chapter heading.Quality Classics: B003B66HM0A simple
conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has blank lines
between paragraphs instead of indents. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper
dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in
menu. Hyperlinked table of contents in the text (but badly formatted). No maps. Opens to title
page. Preface and dedication.Unknown: B003B667SYA simple conversion of the Project
Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Poor, with small gaps between paragraphs as well as small
indents. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Double hyphens for dashes. No extra
notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Table of
contents in the text (but not hyperlinked and very badly formatted). No maps. Opens to title page.
Preface and dedication.Plain Label Books: B0011XAA3MA simple conversion of the Project
Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has a small gap between paragraphs as
well as a very small indent. Poor formatting of chapter titles, etc. Straight quotes, CAPS instead
of smallcaps. double hyphens for dashes. No extra notes. No Table of Contents link the in menu.
Table of contents in the text, badly formatted and not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to title page.
Preface and dedication.MacMay: B0012RLLLWA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg
text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has a large gap between paragraphs as well as an
indent. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. double hyphens for dashes. No extra notes.
No Table of Contents link the in menu. Table of contents in the text, but not hyperlinked. No
maps. Opens to title page. Preface and dedication.Laundry Press: B0014FASHKA simple
conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has blank lines
between paragraphs as well as indents. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper
dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in
menu. Hyperlinked table of contents in the text. No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and
dedication.Unknown: B0014HDXXOA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text
(seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has a small gap between paragraphs as well as a small
indent. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra notes. No Table of
Contents link the in menu. Table of contents in the text, but not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to
title page. Preface and dedication.MobileReference: B0019FPCPIA simple conversion of the
Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has a small gap between
paragraphs as well as a small indent. Chapter titles are not distinguished from the text. Straight
quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Double hyphens instead of dashes. I can't tell from the
sample how it handles footnotes. It doesn't seem to have extra notes. It does appear to have a
short biography of RLS at the end. It DOES have a Table of Contents link the in menu, and the
Table of contents is hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to Table of contents. Preface and
dedication.Rhonda Nelson: B0026RHBY8A simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text



(seventeen, east) (Perhaps through an intermediate PDF version.) Paragraph formatting has a
small gap between paragraphs as well as a small indent. Smart quotes, CAPS instead of
smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra notes. Footnotes are in-line in the text. No Table of Contents
link the in menu. No Table of contents in the text. No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and
dedication. Extra lines of text throughout the book: "eBook brought to you by Kidnapped Create,
view and edit PDF. Download the free trial version.", presumably left over from the PDF version
which this seems to be converted from. Ugh.EGO Books: B0028AE8YYA simple conversion of
the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has blank lines between
paragraphs as well as indents. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No
extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Table of
contents in the text, but not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and
dedication.Penny Books: B0028Y5MBSA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text
(seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting has blank lines between paragraphs with no indents.
Chapter headings nicely formatted. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes.
No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. No
Table of contents in the text. No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and dedication.Unknown:
B0029ZA3SIA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph
formatting has a small between paragraphs with an indent. Chapter headings nicely formatted.
Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes
in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. No Table of contents in the text. No
maps. Opens to first chapter, first page of book. No Preface or dedication, title page or
anything.Unknown: B0037KMF94A simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen,
east). Paragraph formatting has blank lines between paragraphs but no indents. Straight quotes,
CAPS instead of smallcaps. Double hyphen for dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line
in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Table of contents in the text, but not
hyperlinked and poorly formatted. No maps. Opens to title page. Preface and dedication.B&R
Samizdat Express: B00136KLW2A simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen,
east). Paragraph formatting has a small gap between paragraphs as well as a small indent.
Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Double hyphens instead of dashes. No extra notes.
Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Table of contents in
the text, but not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to Table of contents. Preface and
dedication.SmartBookWorms: B003RWS6FOA simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text
(seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting mostly good, although the dedication is all centred.
Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes
in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Hyperlinked table of contents in the text.
No maps. Opens to Cover. Preface and dedication.Unknown: B003YOSX58A simple conversion
of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting OK - chapter headings
have a first line indent, as does the first line of each chapter. Paragraphs all have a (small) first
line indent. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra notes. Original



footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Hyperlinked table of contents
in the text, but the hyperlinks lead to the Project Gutenberg web site! No maps. Opens to Title
Page. Preface and dedication.Einstein Books: B003N2QYVGA very poor conversion of the
Project Gutenberg text. Paragraph formatting terrible. All the text runs straight on in one
enormous paragraph - no line breaks, indents or anything. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of
smallcaps. double hyphens for dashes. No extra notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No
Table of Contents link the in menu. Table of contents in the text, but as badly formatted as the
rest, and not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to Title Page. Preface and dedication.
AVOID.Unknown: B003YRILN4A simple conversion of the Project Gutenberg text (seventeen,
east). Paragraph formatting OK - first line indents and small gaps between paragraphs. Straight
quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Doble hyphens for dashes. No extra notes. Original
footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Table of contents in the text,
but not hyperlinked. No maps. Opens to Title Page. Preface and dedication. Despite proclaiming
itself the **Original Version** this is indeed just the Project Gutenberg text, with the changes
made in the 1895 edition - David is seventeen, not sixteen, and the few sentence fragments that
were present in the first edition but were removed in later editions are not present. Some text is
oddly displayed in Courier.Unknown: B003MQMNZEA simple conversion of the Project
Gutenberg text (seventeen, east). Paragraph formatting OK - first line indents and small gaps
between paragraphs. Straight quotes, CAPS instead of smallcaps. Proper dashes. No extra
notes. Original footnotes in-line in the text. No Table of Contents link the in menu. Hyperlinked
table of contents in the text, but the hyperlinks don't seem to work. No maps. Opens to Title
Page. Preface and dedication. Despite proclaiming itself the ORIGINAL VERSION this is indeed
just the Project Gutenberg text, with the changes made in the 1895 edition - David is seventeen,
not sixteen, and the few sentence fragments that were present in the first edition but were
removed in later editions are not present.Some notes on the text of `Kidnapped':First published
in book form by Cassell in 1886, it was revised through various editions by RLS, the 1895
Cassell edition being the last to include revisions that he made. There was also an 1895
`Edinburgh' edition (part of a set of volumes of RLS's works) that made many changes to the
punctuation and spelling in the text.There are really only two significant changes among all the
texts - David's age at the start of the book was changed from sixteen to seventeen in both 1895
editions, and the location of the ship at the start of chapter XII is correctly given as west of the
Isle of Canna in the 1895 `Edinburgh' edition, instead of east as in other editions.Choice of text
is difficult. I've chosen to base my text on the 1895 `Edinburgh' edition, with the addition of any
changes in the Cassell 1895 edition that didn't make it into the `Edinburgh' edition.”

Marc Coriolan, “The best negotiatiom. Exciting story, realistic plot, good movement, relatiionship,
character development, a model for negotiation rather than frontal attack in court. Good advice.
Period piece with history and vivid scene description.”



Gary Hoggatt, “Stevenson's Kidnapped is a fantastic adventure story that will please Treasure
Island fans. Robert Louis Stevenson's 1886 novel Kidnapped is one of his boys adventure
stories, of a kind with his other works such as Treasure Island and The Black Arrow. Though not
quite reaching the heights of Treasure Island for me, I enjoyed Kidnapped thoroughly, much
moreso than The Black Arrow.Our protagonist is David Balfour, a young Lowland Scot who -
visiting his uncle for the first time after the death of his father leaves him orphaned - realizes that
he is heir to an estate, and that his uncle means to get rid of him to keep the estate to himself.
Unfortunately for David, despite his suspicions of his uncle, he is caught unawares and shipped
off on the brig Covenant be sold in the Carolinas.At least, that's his uncles dark plan. Instead,
David crosses paths with Alan Breck Stewart, a daring Highland Scottish rebel who is also
picked up by the Covenant. Realizing both are in danger, they team up, escape, and work
together to reach their goals - Alan to aide the Highlanders before returning to France and out of
the King's reach, and David to return to his estate and claim it from his nefarious uncle. Their
friendship, despite all the risks they face, is a major theme of the novel.Like The Black Arrow,
Kidnapped is set against the backdrop of a real historical conflict and features historical people.
Set in 1751, Kidnapped features the troubles between the British Crown and the Scottish
Highlanders after the Jacobite uprising of 1745, and in particular the Appin Murder, in which a
Crown agent was assassinated in the Highlands. Alan himself is based on one of the suspects
of the murder, and several other characters are based on real Highland rebels. David Balfour
also has historical precedent that Stevenson - a lawyer by training- likely drew upon in James
Annesley, an Irishman who was kidnapped by his uncle in 1728 and sold in the American
colonies, eventually returning to reclaim his birthright after a major and famous court
battle.Stevenson is at his best with Kidnapped. While I didn't like Kidnapped quite as much as
Treasure Island - and that's mostly because of, well, pirates! - I liked it much more than The
Black Arrow. David is a much more sympathetic hero than The Black Arrow's Dick Shelton, and
the narrative more cohesive. Fans of Treasure Island won't be disappointed by Kidnapped.
Kidnapped features a great story with plenty of danger, surprises, and humor. With this tale, the
unpredictable rebel of Alan Breck Stewart is on our hero's side, unlike Treasure Island's Long
John Silver, which can almost cause more mischief.I listened to Kidnapped as narrated by Ralph
Cosham, who I've enjoyed greatly and listened to with many other classics, including the
aforementioned Treasure Island. Cosham is fantastic, and a perfect fit for the "old British
classic" genre. If the author is British and dead, you can't go wrong with an audiobook edition
read by Ralph Cosham.If you'd rather read Kidnapped in print, famed artist N.C. Wyeth
illustrated an edition of Kidnapped. I'm a big fan of Wyeth's work, which I discovered from his
illustrations of Stevenson's Treasure Island and The Black Arrow, and his work on Kidnapped is
as excellent as it is on those other novels.Kidnapped is a great adventure story. There's plenty
of action and excitement, a vivid historical setting, interesting characters, and a great tale of
friendship. Whether you read it or listen to it, there are great editions available. Any fan of
Robert Louis Stevenson or classic adventure stories would do well to read Kidnapped.”



Ebook Library Reader, “slow start and a fast pace and enjoyable story ever after. I started this
book and put it down a number of times. Once I got goin I became enthralled and couldn’t stop
reading it.”

Mrs. L. Nichol, “A classic quest for justice.. I heard a lecture on Kidnapped recently and the
speaker made the story of young orphan David Balfour, kidnapped and sent to sea after trying
to claim his rightful inheritance from his wicked uncle, sound so thrilling and relevant to today's
world that I reread it after a gap of 40 years and was not disappointed. I grew up believing it to be
a "boys' book" but it's essentially a Scottish book dealing with the realities of growing up as the
main character David Balfour takes us on a tour of Scotland in his quest for justice. The folk/
fairytale aspect enhances the story and it becomes reminiscent of "Pilgrim's Progress" with all
the characters David meets. The story also inspires the reader's interest in Scottish history and
politics forcing us to think about the Jacobites and the significance of the Campbell's. The
themes are relevant to teenage (male and female) readers - rites of passage; family and friends;
loyalty with violent action - but equally relatable by adults. If, like me, you read it ages ago, I urge
you to reread it as it will feel like meeting an old friend.If you are new to the novel, you'll enjoy the
journey and you'll get to know Scotland a wee bit more too!”

Ken of Shavington, “A 2nd reading some 60 years after the 1st. I 1at read this book whilst at
primary school and, on a whim, decided to re-read it during the current lockdown. To my
surprise I found that I really enjoyed the book. It is a cracking story though obviously the prose is
a little dated. I can't recall how I managed with the innumerable old_Scots words as a child but
they presented little trouble this time round.Not sure if I will read other books from my childhood:
can you still find Biggles?”

The book by Ann Rinaldi has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 1,883 people have provided feedback.
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